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 Thank you all who have written to the Editor with emails and letters in 
response to Torque No.61 and this year’s Journal.  We always have an interesting 
“mailbag” with responses to issues raised and new material – in fact it’s a real 
pleasure to deal with them, even though not everything can get into the next issue 
of Torque due to space limitations.  Everything is kept, however, and items will be 
used when space permits.  New subjects for articles are always welcomed and help 
to keep our magazines alive – please keep sending them.
 The lack of response to our Chairman’s appeal in the last issue of Torque is 
very disappointing indeed.  You would think that, out of 550 or so members, there 
would be more people that would be willing to share some of the work in running 
the Society to ensure a smooth operation and bring pleasure to others.  I think it’s a 
common problem with many clubs/societies; there are plenty of people who want 
to be entertained but very few who will take part in the running of the organisation.  
Please, if you think you could help in any way, an email to Neil or myself would be 
much appreciated – thank you.  
 On a more positive note, we had an excellent AGM in Coventry with slightly 
more people attending, some travelling very long distances.  Our next function will 
be at the Quorn Railway Centre in July next year and details can be found on pages 
2 and 3.  This will be a bit different from recent years and there will be plenty to do 
for the family.  Please enter your Leyland, using the enclosed entry form, as soon as 
possible as that will help Gary with the organisation of the event, also it will mean 
that you will have a place should the event be over-subscribed.
 Finally this is the last Society publication of 2013, so do have a Happy 
Christmas and we’ll be in touch again in the New Year. 
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS,  2013/14
          Reminders were not included in all relevant copies of the last issue of Torque 
so, for those who have not yet renewed, you will have received one extra copy of 
Torque (this one) with a fi nal reminder.  This is the last magazine that you will 
receive if you have not renewed your membership for 2013/14, so please send your 
renewal cheque to John Howie by return – Thank you.

LEYLAND SOCIETY GATHERING, 2014
To be held on Sunday 13th July 2014, at the

Great Central Railway Station, at Quorn, Leicestershire
          Although our 2013 Gathering does not seem long ago, we have already 
started working on plans for next year.  Over the past few years, we have tried to 
fi nd different locations around the country where we can hold our event so that the 
travelling can be shared more evenly amongst the membership, but also provide 
some interesting venues to visit with our vehicles.  We have been to Leyland for the 
last two years so we decided that we would investigate alternative venues for 2014.   
As a result of that evaluation we are pleased to announce that we have arranged to 
hold our 2014 event on Sunday 13th July at the Quorn Station of the Great Central 
Railway in Leicestershire.  Please note that the date, 13th July, is one week later than 
recent years due to the availability of the site.
          The Great Central Railway is based in the university town of Loughborough 
between Leicester and Nottingham and is on the route of the old Great Central 
Railway that linked the cities of Manchester, Sheffi eld, Nottingham and Leicester 
with London as its terminus station at Marylebone.  The preserved railway is 
predominantly steam operated but diesel motive power is also included.  It is unique 
in the preservation world in that it has a double track section allowing visitors to 
view passing steam trains.  Services run from a northern terminus at Loughborough, 
south through Quorn and Rothley to a terminus in Leicester.  Further details can be 
found at the Great Central Railway website www.gcrailway.co.uk. 
          The Quorn station site is easily reached from the M1 motorway but also 
has good A-road connections with all parts of the country.  There is a large area to 
display our vehicles without the limitations of some of the other sites we have used 
in the past.  If you are travelling a long distance with your vehicle you may wish 
to consider arriving on the Saturday afternoon and parking or camping overnight.  
Overnight parking in the station area will be available on Saturday and Sunday nights 
if required and if numbers permit, security will be provided for parked vehicles.  
Please make sure you indicate on your entry form when you will be arriving and 
whether you need overnight parking.  Toilets are available in the station buildings 
as well as shower facilities and these will also be open for use on both Saturday and 
Sunday nights if required.  On the station platform at Quorn there is a NAAFI style 
tea room where tea and snacks are available during the day.  In the station yard next 
to our display area, the Butler Henderson Café also serves a wide range of food which 
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you can enjoy inside and out in the picnic area between the café and railway. If you 
are considering bringing your family to the event, we have negotiated discounted 
travel on the railway on the day of the event for Leyland Society members.  If you 
have time between journeys on the railway, the Society stand will also be on site so 
please come along and meet the Committee. 
          An entry form for the Gathering is included with this issue of Torque, so please 
complete the form and return it to Gary Dwyer at the address on the form WITH 
TWO SSAEs.  For additional entry forms please photocopy the one you receive with 
this Torque or visit our website where there will be a form to download.

2013 MEMENTO BADGE
         This year’s Gathering memento was based on a pre-WWII Leyland radiator badge.  
This is a true miniature of a badge taken from a TC9 Beaver radiator.   The badge is 
approximately 40mm in length and comes in an acrylic presentation box,. The price 
is £7.00 including Post & Packing 
and these are available from David 
Berry, address on the inside front 
cover of Torque or via our website, 
www.leylandsociety.co.uk

 SOCIETY AGM
          We held our AGM at the Coventry Motor Museum in November and this was 
followed by a most interesting and informative talk, by Ray Bignell from the Ribble 
Vehicle Preservation Trust, on their newly completed restoration of a Brush bodied 
Leyland Cheetah coach.  It is good to see that the AGM is always supported by a 
few local members, also some regulars who travel some considerable distances – in 
particular, Malcolm Margetts from Marlow, John Dickson-Simpson from London, 
and Myrddin Jones and Richard Picton from far into South Wales, together with Paul 
Ashby and Thomas Hadwin from Barrow-in-Furness.
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Leyland Trucks supports Sales Drive in Taiwan
 For the past two years Leyland Trucks has been supporting a very good 
market for the DAF product in Taiwan.  During this time Leyland has shipped a 
steady quantity of the LF product out to Taiwan in CKD form to Formosa Plastics 
Transport Corporation (FPTC) and supported their build programme with engineers 
led by Pete Johnson – Leyland CKD Production Engineer.  For Pete and the team 
this has been a great experience as they support our companions on the other side of 
the world.
      Pete recently returned home from a 2 week trip to FPTC in weeks 42 & 
43 that was for the introduction of LF45 & LF55 with right hand fuel and urea 
confi gurations.  This has followed the introduction of standard confi gurations for 
LF45 (12.5 T) & LF55 (18 T) in various specifi cations over the last 18 months.  Along 
with setting the process of build, critical jigs and fi xtures, assembly information and 
build introductions, we have carried out PQI Audits (PACCAR Quality Index – the 
standard by which we measure our quality in all PACCAR facilities) on 3 occasions.  
The results have always been positive and have shown similar scores to what we 
achieve here at Leyland, demonstrating the professionalism and attention to detail 
required to produce a quality product for their customers.
 Out in Taiwan they build a similar variation of trucks to that which we produce 
on the production line at Leyland.  This means that they build the LF product with 

various wheelbases 
and gearbox types, 
different fuel/urea 
confi gurations and 
Cabs, as well as 
Engine and suspen-
sions types.  Their 
production process 
is slightly differ-
ent to Leyland in 
that they build in a 
pattern of 2 CF: 1 
LF mix.  The DAF 
CF FTG, FT, FTT, 
FAR & FTS com-
binations of vehi-
cles are shipped 
from Eindhoven in 
their CKD kit form.

The fi rst locally assembled Euro 5 18T DAF LF55 out in territory, 
complete with a 280hp PACCAR GR220 Engine with ZF As-Tronic 
Gearbox, sleeper cab, parabolic steel suspension and a locally sourced 
body.  This was the fl agship DAF LF at a Sales & Marketing drive 
earlier this year in the nation’s capitol, Taipei.
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Working hand in hand with DAF CKD we supply chassis number specifi c build 
information and all the quality controls that are required for assembly. Assembling 
with our information ensures that every truck rolling off the production line in Tai-
wan is built to the same standards as the equivalent DAF vehicle being built here 
in Leyland or Eindhoven.  All of this knowledge is taken from our fully automated 
process into a stripped down basic assembly line of critical jigs and calibrated hand 
torque wrenches, building 3 trucks per day with 30+ operators.  To back this up, out 
in territory they have excellent management in the factory, a team of skilled opera-
tors, a fully set up sales & marketing division and their aftersales/dealer network is 
scattered all across the beautiful island.      
So what’s next? 
 Formosa 
has more than 850 
LF vehicles in the 
order bank that 
we have to pick, 
pack and ship 
(on average 10 
Trucks per week) 
taking us out to 
September 2015.  
In addition to this, 
DAF sales are 
currently working 
on next year’s CF 
vehicle orders to 
be shipped direct 
from Eindhoven. 
This will contain 
new confi gurations and specifi cations for the existing LF45 model and from Q2 2014 
we will see a switch from LF55 to the introduction of the CF65 series.  This introduction 
will kick start additional work and challenges for CKD Engineering, Homologation, 
Design Engineering and CKD Packing here at Leyland.  DAF Eindhoven has also 
received enquiries from Formosa for new model types next year to add to this fully 
packed schedule.
 Recently Pete started a project with DAF CKD to support and help plan the 
process for Taiwan’s factory re-location in 2014.  Leyland and DAF are assisting 
Formosa to increase production, reduce truck hours and to set up a brand new assembly 
line.  Their goal is to keep up with the sales trends and maintain/increase their 50% 
of European Truck brand market share. Our goal is to maintain engineering standards 
and ensure that set processes and quality standards remain in place during this tricky 
transition. The combined goal is to assemble a quality DAF product for the growing 
customer base in an important market for Leyland Trucks, DAF and for Formosa.

Euro 5 DAF CF85 FT. 410hp PACCAR MX Engine with ZF As-
Tronic Gearbox, sleeper cab and air suspension.   Out in service for 
one of the many Taichung City Fleet Haulage Companies.
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        For this edition of Torque Peter has selected a number of pictures depicting 
hauliers from the west of England.  Geographically a large area which includes a 
number of prominent seaward and inland ports which are famous for fi shing, naval 
and merchant shipping, the importing of tobacco and fortifi ed wines.  It also has 
strong connections with carpet manufacture and for its clays used in ceramic products 
as well as agriculture, all a major source of employment for the haulage industry. 
 Once again, Malcolm Wilford has managed to identify some of these with 
chassis numbers, and line numbers, by trawling through his extensive chassis records 
and we thank Malcolm for his time doing that.  Neil Steele has kindly prepared the 
article for Leyland Torque. 
          All of the photographs were taken by Peter Davies unless otherwise credited.

The Heavy Transport Co Ltd of St Austell, was the ‘local’ fl eet of the English China Clay 
organisation.  They operated a number of 24.O/5 Octopus tippers. One of them, 689 MCV, 
chassis 611585, line no.373, photographed in March 1969, was used to transport the powder 
from the ECC plant to load ships in Par Harbour. 
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English China Clays of St Austell continued to buy Leylands for its Heavy Transport fl eet 
and this much newer Ergomatic tilt cab Octopus, GAF 865D, chassis L61084, line no.6, 
was new in April 1966. 

Bulwark Transport of Chippenham, Wiltshire have rather cheekily substituted their name 
for the normal Leyland lettering on their NHR 409R, a 1976 Buffalo articulated tanker 
outfi t, which is seen at their yard in March 1981
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Photographed in August 1990 taking a break at Membury Services on the M4, this 
Roadtrain articulated tanker, A760 ODV, is in the smart turquoise and white livery of Chard 
& Axminster Transport.  It dates from 1983. 

One of the West Country’s memorable fl eets was that of Brian Harris, who operated E944 
VTA, a beautifully turned out 1987 Roadtrain 17-32, photographed at Killington Lake on 
the M6 in July 1994.  Brian Harris closed down in 2001.
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Moreton C Cullimore & Son Ltd, a very well-known name in haulage, are the owners of 
this smart Constructor 30-27 tipper, seen at their yard in Stroud, Gloucestershire.  F206 
OFH dates from 1988 and was photographed in August 1998. 

In the late 1940s, Bulwark Transport of Chippenham operated a number of Octopus 22.O/1 
tankers.  GHR 483, chassis 495908, line no. 370, dating from 1949, is in the bright yellow 
contract livery of Mitchells & Butlers the brewers. 
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Gloucestershire based George Read of Mitcheldean operated this Octopus 24.O/4 dating 
from 1960, seen here loaded with sheet steel. The photograph was taken in Luton in 
November 1964.  Read’s were later absorbed into BRS Forest of Dean. 

Another, somewhat earlier 24.O/4, NAJ 565 dates from 1955, belonging to James Smith of 
English Bicknor.  Smith’s was a haulier to be taken over by BRS during Harold Wilson’s 
attempts at re-nationalisation in the 1960s.
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Wilts United Dairies, which became part of the giant Unigate concern, ran a fl eet of these 
KDSX1 Cub six wheelers on churn collection.  WV5626 was one of 18 placed in service in 
1934.  

Bristol based Ashton Containers, makers of fi breboard drums and boxes, operated a number 
of Leylands in the 1950s and ’60s including YAE 560, this stylish 1956 Comet artic, which 
appears to have a Carrimore trailer.                      (Bill Godwin)
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206.  Leyland Tiger TS5 and Lion LT4 (and LT6)
 Bill Montgomery has found this photograph which is the nearest thing he can 
fi nd to a TS5.  This batch cannot be found in the Leyland Sales Records – is it a TS4 
or a TS5?  Does anyone know or have any defi nite information please?

216.  Leyland Olympics and Olympians
        Tony Hall has been 
delving though his “overseas” 
drawer and came up with a 
close-up photograph of the 
Leyland Levend badge which 
appeared on the Istanbul 
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MCW bodied Olympics.  I understand that the word “Olympic” is not used in Turkey 
– something to do with its Greek origin!  Any further information on these vehicles 
would be most welcome. 
220.  Mystery Tiger – LRE 843
 Mike Fenton adds  –  Peter Greaves is largely correct in what he says about 
it in Torque No.61, but in the photograph it does not have an Eastern Counties body.  
The body in the shot is by Burlingham c1935, fi tted as second hand and probably 
CxxC.
221.  Leyland Gnu “TEC2’’
 Bruce Macphee noticed something rather peculiar on the body of the Gnu 
“TEC2” pictured in Torque No.61;  the emergency door handle and latch is not 
actually on the emergency door!   Peter Greaves adds that WG 9519 was built in 
1939 but fi rst registered in 9/41.  It is recorded as chassis no. 303755 and also 303750 
– does anyone knows which is correct?  The body was Alexander B45C
 Neil Steele comments  –  I found the lower picture in Torque No.61 
interesting, not only for a sight of the second TEP1 Gnu, but the vehicle mentioned 
on the right.  This was a TEW15T Octopus, chassis 16692, a new model introduced 
at the show.  It featured a completely new design of four spring rear bogie with 
trailing rear axle, new fi ve speed gearbox and servo assisted wedge type brakes.  The 
coach built van body of  1,250 cu.ft.  was integral with the cab.  Bearing fl eet number 
888 it was registered EGT 960 and began work with the Metropolitan Transport 
Supply Company in December 1937,  right after the show.

Below is a photograph of the Leyland stand at the show. (BCVMT L020691)
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(BCVMT L020577) 
224.  Wartime gas-powered Leylands 
 Derek Roy refers to an article in a 1935 Omnibus Magazine which mentions 
two interesting buses operating in the London area –  a Leyland Titan TD4 operating 
on service 100, between Barking and Becton Gas Works, utilising coal gas at 3000 
psi, and a (specially constructed?) Leyland chassis with an Erron Hydrogen motor, 
was inspected at Chiswick Works.  Can anyone please supply more details?
225. Alexander (Midland) TD7s with external autovac

        Mr Newman photographed 
an Alexander (Midland) 
Leyland Titan TD7, WG 
9185, at Milngavie depot 
in June 1962 fresh from 
overhaul and fi tted with an 
external autovac.  He would 
like to know the reason for 
this modifi cation which was 
also evident on some other 
TD7s in the fl eet.

226. Maidstone & District Starter Buttons
 Mr Newman asks if the cab-fl oor starter button position fi tted to TD4s & 
TS7s delivered to Maidstone & District in the 1930s was a standard Leyland fi tting 
or unique to this operator.  He notes that  this fl oor mounted starter button was 
continued when the TD4s were subsequently rebuilt as semi-chassisless coaches.  
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227.   Tigers that were not impressed!         
 Mike Sutcliffe came across this photograph the other day.  It is one of a batch 
of ten Leyland Tiger TS8s with 32 seat Harrington coach bodies delivered to the 
Thames Valley Traction Co. Ltd. in 1939  (note the “TV” sign on the roof).  For 
some strange reason, these coaches escaped being requisitioned for War work and 
it is reputed that the whole batch was hidden from the authorities (at Stokenchurch 
depot?).   How did Thames Valley get away with this?  Surely the authorities would 
have records of vehicle production, as they did in the First World War, and would 
endeavour to seek them out?!

228.  Leyland Leopards with two-speed rear axles  
          Robert Smith notes that Southdown Leopards, right up to NBC days, had 
two-speed rear axles, starting with 1700-29, 2700-29 CD, with 2717 CD being 
shown here.  Old PSV Circle fl eet history 2PK11/65 described them as L2T but 
later publications only show L2.  The same applies to the various permutations of 
the PSU3 which followed.  Should the “T” be used in the type codes or not?  What 
did Leyland do?

(J Cowdery)

One of the Tigers 
among various 
wartime Guys 
from both TV 
and Newbury & 
District fl eets, at 
Newbury  (OS – 
Roy Marshall)
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 Better known by the above title rather than the Birmingham & Midland Motor 
Omnibus Co. Ltd, this concern grew to become the largest provincial bus operator in 
the United Kingdom, a position which it vied with Walter Alexander & Sons Ltd.  
Whereas Alexanders were an enthusiastic Leyland user, Midland “Red” in its early 
days experimented with various makes including Milnes Daimler and Dourkopp 
before the Tilling Stevens with electric transmission became the preferred chassis.  It 
was this marque which Midland “Red” used in developing its own “SOS” chassis, 
albeit with normal gearboxes, under the direction of their innovative Chief Engineer, 
Mr L G Wyndham Shire, with the operator building most of the chassis and some 
bodies for its own requirements from 1923 until 1970.
 Midland “Red’s” fi rst Leyland entered the fl eet with the takeover of the Great 
Western Railway’s services in their area following the fi nancial interest taken in the 
Company by the Great Western and L.M.S. Railways in 1930.   Eight buses passed 
with the Black Country operations of the GWR but were soon sold.  These included a 
solitary all Leyland Tiger TS1, registered RF4964.   This was sold later the same year 

to the West Yorkshire Road Car Co, and later went 
on to become a parcel van with United Automobile 
Services, and fi nally British Road Services (Tyne-
Tees Parcels Group)!  (Note – This Tiger is listed in 
several places as a TS1, chassis 60103 (now there’s an 

Above - BMMO 4844 was the 
only lowbridge double decker to 
be operated by the company, and 
came from Kemp & Shaw.
(Mike Sutcliffe)
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interesting number!), but also as a TS2!   LML Sales records just say “Tiger” so, what was 
it?  It was delivered in 9/28 with Leyland B31F body (later B30F) to FC Weston (Blue Bus), 
Cradley Heath, before being taken over by the GWR 12 months later. – Ed.)
 Midland “Red” moved 
towards the adoption of oil 
engines by the mid 1930s, and 
a solitary SOS DON, HA9484, 
was fi tted with a Leyland 8.6 
litre oil engine at some time after 
it was built.  It retained this until 
1940 when it reverted to type 
ON.   Midland “Red’s ” petrol 
engines were compact units, 
and the proprietary oil engines 
available would not fi t into the 
bonnet length of the ON, so the type DON, which was normally equipped with an 
A.E.C. 7.7 litre unit, had a longer bonnet and lost two seats as a result, seating 36 
rather than 38.    The BMMO “K” type oil engine was eventually developed which, 
due to its compact length, would fi t into the ON, and no doubt the purchase of the 
Leyland unit was for evaluation purposes.
           1939 changed everything, and Midland “Red” found itself under the dictate 
of the Ministry of War Transport and the Ministry of Supply.  All new vehicles had 
to be authorised and a permit issued, and volume bus production at Carlyle Works, 
Edgbaston ceased for the duration.

The Tiger photographed in GWR livery, No.1063, 
before it passed to BMMO.   (Allan Condie collection)

The immediate post-war BMMO livery certainly suited this utility unfrozen TD7, No.2432.  
(R Mills)
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 The fi rst vehicles available to operators were those usually described as 
“Unfrozen” – built mainly using stock parts, which chassis manufacturers had in 
progress when they were ordered to cease peacetime production.  Midland “Red” 
found that it had been allocated nine Leyland Titan TD7 and six A.E.C. Regent 
chassis in 1942.  Six of the Leylands had Duple “Utility” bodies but the other three 
received bodies by Northern Counties, who by virtue of their constructional methods, 
were allowed to continue building using metal frames, indeed apart from certain 
minor details these bodies were externally very similar to the Northern Counties 
pre-war product.
 The nine unfrozen Leylands were all refurbished by Carlyle or Aero Engineering 
at Hooton, near Liverpool, the Duple bodies altering considerably in appearance, 

but the Northern Counties ones 
remained much as built.  The 
Duple bodied examples (2432-7) 
lost their Leyland 8.6.litre engines 
and gearboxes in 1952-3 and ran 
with BMMO K type engines and 
Aphon gearboxes for the last two 
years or so – all were withdrawn 
in 1954-5.  The Northern Counties 
examples (2438-40) kept their 
original engines until withdrawn 
in 1955.No.2437, after its BMMO-style rebuild.   (BW Ware)

2439 was one of three unfrozen TD7s, with NCME bodywork      (Allan Condie collection)
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 In the meantime, L G Wyndham Shire retired in 1940 and Donald Sinclair 
came as Chief Engineer from Northern General.  In the mid 1930s Midland “Red” 
had built four rear engined prototype vehicles.  Mr Sinclair had experience of the side 
engined SE4 and SE6 vehicles 
produced by Northern General 
themselves but, aware of Ley-
land’s TF class FECs for Lon-
don Transport, considered that 
the way forward was for a mid 
mounted underfl oor engine. 
The four rear engine prototypes 
were dismantled and a series of 
underfl oor engined prototypes, 
S1-S4, were created.  These all 
carried a horizontal version of 
the BMMO K type engine.
          In 1937, Midland “Red” took delivery of fi fty luxury coaches of type SLR 
with full fronted bodywork by English Electric. It is said that they were hidden away 
during hostilities to prevent the MOWT impressing them.  These were refurbished 
post-war and, due to Mr Sinclair’s aversion to green, completely reupholstered.  
One vehicle was converted to oil using a BMMO K type engine but this proved an 
expensive operation due to the clearances within the chassis side frames at the front 
of the vehicle.  It was discovered that a Leyland E.181 7.4 litre unit would fi t without 
major modifi cations to the chassis, so all fi fty were given E.181 engines between 
1947 and 1948.
 In keeping in the forefront of vehicle design, Midland “Red” created a number 
of experimental vehicles post-war and also involved vehicles from production batches 
in experiments.  S12 saloon 3763 carried a Leyland O.600 engine from 1951-8.  In 
1951 a lightweight saloon, classifi ed type LA, no.3977, was built, and this carried a 
Leyland O.300 engine from 1952-6, having at other times run with BMMO 8 litre or 
10.5 litre units.  The use of a 
Leyland O.300 engine was 
continued on production 
lightweight S14, 4573, from 
new in 1956 until 1958; indeed 
it may have received the 
engine from 3977.
 Midland “Red” had 
been forced to outsource 
chassis post-war to cope with 
the massive vehicle replace-
ment programme needed to 
deal with worn-out pre-war 

BMMO SLR No.1984, with Leyland engine, at Oxford. 
    (Allan Condie collection)

BMMO S14, No.4573 also experimented with the
Leyland O.300 engine, 1956-58 (Allan Condie collection)
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rolling stock.  100 A.E.C. Regent II buses had been bought in 1948-50, and twenty 
Guy Arab IIIs in 1949.  In 1950 after a visit by Mr Sinclair, Leyland Motors were 
approached, to quote for the supply of one hundred PD2 vehicles.  At the time Ley-
land’s bodybuilding facility was still fully functional.
 Discussions involved the body design and the provision of a ‘new look’ type 
bonnet assembly, which Midland “Red” had adopted as standard for all their post-
war double deckers.  A D5 was sent up to Leyland for Leyland’s design team to study 
and the result was that a number of options were offered. 

 Midland “Red” 
would have preferred 
a four bay body layout; 
indeed Leyland had 
drawn up such a body 
based on their ‘fi nal 
design’, which would 
have allowed the same 
components to produce 
a 30 foot body when 
that became legal.  
Another option would 
have been to use a 
modifi ed version of the 
London RTW design.  

BMMO LA, No.3977 experimental with a Leyland O.300 engine from 1952-56.  
(WJ Haynes)

BMMO D5B, NHA 872, seen at Leyland Motors’ South Works, 
for inspection.                  (Allan Condie collection)
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Both options proved too costly, and with the likely end of Leyland bus bodybuilding 
in sight, the fi nal result was the use of the standard Leyland body, fi tted out internally 
to BMMO specifi cations, and equipped with the ‘tin front’.  This front was later to 
be offered to all users of Leyland Titans.  Power operated platform doors were also 
specifi ed, as these too had become a standard Midland “Red” fi tment.  The vehicles 
were fl eet numbers 3978-4077 and received registration numbers SHA378-477, based 
on the PD2/12 chassis.
 The LD8s as they became, were delivered in 1952/53 and became popular 
vehicles with the drivers due to their syncromesh gearboxes as Midland “Red’s” 
own were still crash type, built post-war for them by David Brown.  The 9.8 litre 
O.600 engines made them ideal vehicles for the routes with heavy loadings around 
Birmingham and the Black Country, although they later migrated to various garages 
around the system.  They were withdrawn between 1965 and 1967.
 Midland “Red’s” fi nal 1950s foray with Leyland vehicles came in July 1955 
when the share capital of Kemp & Shaw of Leicester was acquired.  It was operated 
as a subsidiary until January 1959 when the vehicles were unusually taken into the 
Midland “Red” fl eet.  There were two Leyland Titans - the fi rst, PD2/1 GRY763 
dating from 1950, which had the distinction of being the only lowbridge double 
decker ever operated by Midland “Red”.  It became 4844 and ran until 1967. 

One of 100 PD2/12s with the BMMO style “tin front” was 4028, waiting at Southgate 
Street, Leicester, to return to Birmingham                (Allan Condie)
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GRY 763 in its original livery of dark brown and red, prior to takeover – what a magnifi cent 
sight it was!            (OS - Roy Marshall)

After takeover, BMMO retained the Kemp & Shaw livery but fi tted standard Midland “Red” 
indicators.                   (Mike Sutcliffe)
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 The second Titan 
double decker, JBC989 
was a PD2/12 model in 
most respects identical to 
the LD8 class apart from 
the exposed radiator 
and lack of platform 
doors.  It too ran until 
1967, as 4845, mainly 
on its old stamping 
ground in Leicester, 
both these vehicles had 
been modifi ed with 
BMMO style destination 
gear prior to the fi nal 
absorption of the fl eet in 
January 1959.
 Another Leyland
joined the Midland "Red" 
fl eet the following month, 
in February 1959.  All-
Leyland Royal Tiger bus, 
HJU546, had been new 
to Allens Motor Services 
of Mountsorrel in 1952, 
and on their sale to Trent 
it passed to Boyer of 
Rothley, who in turn sold 
out to Midland “Red”.  It 
ran at Leicester as 4848 
until 1966, and went on 
to a further career with 
Stevensons of Uttoxeter 
until 1973, which proves 
that the all-Leyland 
bus of the 1950s was 
indeed a hardy beast.   
The 1960s were to see 
Midland “Red” acquire 
new Leyland buses on 
a more regular basis, 
but that story is for the 
future telling.

PD2/12, JBC 989, after repaint into Midland “Red” colours, 
with a similar bus from Trent Motor Traction.   

(Mike Sutcliffe)

Looking rather worse for wear towards the end of its life 
with BMMO was the ex-Boyer (ex-Allens) Royal Tiger.   

(Allan Condie collection)

In the garage at St Margarets, Leicester, a selection of 
Leyland bodied PD2s, including the rear of JBC 989.   

(Mike Sutcliffe)
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This Leyland Tiger TS2 (60315) was new to Yeadon Transport, near Leeds, in May 1929, the same month that the fi rm was taken over by the West Yorkshire Road Car Co, becoming No.507 in that fl eet.   
It carried a Ramsden B32F body and is seen here in Laycock, near Keighley, after having been transferred to the Keighley-West Yorkshire fl eet on 1st April 1934, being re-numbered K507.  Withdrawn in 
December 1936, it was sold to a Leeds  dealer, PM Morrell in January 1937, with no further details known, possibly scrapped.                               (OS – WYIS)

TIGER ON THE PROWL
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Thanks to Paul Ashby, John Bennett, Mike Elliott, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, Steve 
Milner, Richard Peskett, Ron Phillips, Neil Steele, and Mike Sutcliffe.

Leyland Lion LSC3, YV 5406 (Torque No.57)
 Richard Peskett recently bought this photograph of a United Service Transport 
Lion.  (Although that is not at all obvious from the picture but, as you can see, the 
crest on the back of the print shows this to be the case.)  Clearly this has a different 
style of body from that of YV 5406 with a canvas rear “dome” and a bulging rear.  It 
appears to be an early one on an LSC1 chassis and could be one of the fi rst two for 
UST, chassis nos.45158/9, registered YP 7117/8, with unknown bodybuilder.  UST 
was a very large customer for Lions and is frequently overlooked.  The company 
was started by Walter Flexman French in 1919 to acquire French’s Garage & 
Motor Works Ltd, Balham, and French was a very infl uential man with BET/BAT 

(Chairman of Southdown, Maidstone & 
District and Hants & Dorset and a director 
of East Kent).  It would be good to learn 
more about this interesting fl eet – how did 
they manage to expand so quickly? – did the 
performance and reliability of the Lion give 
them an advantage?  They certainly had a 
lot of them – who has full details of these – 
and any more photos?

Pye’s Motor Tours, Rhos-on-Sea, Leyland Tiger (Torque No.61)
 I am amazed that anyone can identify this coach but Mike Fenton and 
Peter Greaves both believe that it is a Burlingham C32C bodied Tiger TS7, 6394, 
registered CLG 376 which was new to Pye in 5/35.  Peter points out that Pye at that 
time normally had Harrington bodies and this is the only Burlingham he can fi nd in 
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the records.  Ron Phillips adds that Saidman, Blackpool was Burlingham’s offi cial 
photographer and they made postcards for coach proprietors who wanted them.  This 
is clearly one of them. 
Leyland Tiger TS1 or TS2? CK 4120 (Torque No.61)   
 Mike Elliott says that this was a TS1 61046, new in 1/29 to J C Kirkham of 
Preston, and suggests that it possibly had a Leyland body.  However, LML Sales 
records show 61046 as a TS2 for S Eynon, Trimsaren (TH 804). BUT, published 
PSVC CK registration records show it was a TS1, with chassis no. 60434.  Checking 
that number in the LML Sales records, 60434 was a TS2 supplied to National 
Omnibus & Transport Co., no other details!  So, there’s a lot of mis-information here 
– what is correct please?!   Mike Sutcliffe feels that  CK 4120 may have a Burlingham 
body.  After the war, in 11/45, it went to Woodcock of Heskin, near Chorley, and then 
in 2/48 to Scott of Aspell, near Bolton.  The photograph was one of a series taken at 
the Aintree Grand National in March 1931.  Other photographs included Ribble Lion 
CK 3840 (with the same AA? man), Ribble and Scout TD1s.  Can these be found?
Seagull, Blackpool, Leyland Cub, FV 1648 (Torque No.61)
 Clearly, Neil Steele has a better memory than I have.  He points out that a 
photograph of this coach appeared on the back cover of Torque No.38.  However, 
(fortunately!) no details were given there, but Neil has now been able to supply much 
interesting information.  He says that “it was easy to identify this Cub as a KP1 model, 
and one of the initial batch of ‘proof’ vehicles built with six stud wheels, semi-fl oating 
rear axle and transmission handbrake.  It’s most likely one of the vehicles supplied 
by Leyland to 
‘special customers 
at a special price’ for 
evaluation – it would 
be good to know who 
built the body.  There 
are a number of 
BCVM photographs 
of this vehicle, one 
taken before being 
licensed at one of 
the favoured photo-
graphic locations”.  
Mike Sutcliffe agrees 
and here is the 
photograph referred 
to when new.
Bailey, Turvey, Beds, Leyland Tiger PS1, FMJ 934 (Torque No.61)
 This was a Tiger PS1/1 472998 with a Thurgood C35F body, new to Bailey in 
3/48 or 4/48.  Some slight disagreement there.  Its subsequent history is not known.

(BCVMA  L008802)
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NEW ITEMS
Pye’s Motor Tours, Rhos-on-Sea, Leyland Tiger, BTU 257
 Here is another of Pye’s coaches.  A rather attractive design but with the 
model of Tiger concealed and the registration number very diffi cult to read.  Is this 
a Harrington body as suggested above?  This time the photograph was taken rather 
closer to home, in Colwyn Bay.  Whatever happened to Pye’s Motor Tours?

(John Bennett collection)
House & Co., Leyland Tiger TS7, CKO 224
 I can’t decide whether or not this was a post-war re-body.  A straight waistrail 
would have been unusual for a coach in the 1930s and to me its general appearance 
looks too modern for then, but there are some pre-war features.  Note the gently 
ramped fl oor.

(OS – Roy Marshall)
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Cityrama, Royal Tiger Worldmaster, GL-65-00
 Paul Ashby supplied these two photographs and what an unusual vehicle it is.  
The registration is Dutch but the background suggests that it is on tour somewhere 
not in Holland.  There appears to be plenty of headroom but it surely must have 
complied with the European 4m height limit.  

(Paul Ashby collection)
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Tiger Café
 Now here is a real challenge for you.  These two pictures were taken by a 
Lincolnshire VVS member in the sixties on the A38 near Tewkesbury and Steve 
Milner has been trying to trace them for years.  Unfortunately there is not much by 
which to identify it.
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 Martin Phippard’s recent article in Torque No.61 prompted me to write and 
add a few more notes to his most interesting piece about Leyland’s presence in 
post-war Canada, and Harold Rushton’s recollections in Torque No.55, pages 38/39 
infl uenced me to begin putting together what I had collected over the years.  
 Leyland Motors (Canada) Ltd was incorporated on 30th July 1948 as a joint 
venture between Leyland Motors Ltd and A.V. Roe (Canada) Ltd who were already 
part of the Hawker Siddeley Group.  From the details available it would seem that 
the joint venture was based on using the premises of A.V. Roe (Canada) Ltd and 
the original Canadian assets of Leyland Motors Ltd to form the new company.  The 
factory site at Longueuil was described as having an area of some 1,250,000 square 
feet, the premises already containing some modern machine tools was ready for 
immediate occupation. 
 The directors of the new company were; Sir Frank Spriggs (Chairman Hawker 
Siddeley), Sir Roy Dobson (M.D. A.V.Roe), Mr. H. Spurrier (Director & G.M. 
LMLtd), Mr. S. Markland (Director & Chief Engineer LMLtd), Mr. Walter Deisher 
(G.M. A.V. Roe (Canada) Ltd) and Mr John Tory K.C. Toronto barrister.  Mr W.K. 
Shirlaw became General Manager (formerly LMLtd Scottish regional manager), the 
Secretary-Treasurer was Mr. J.M. Langfi er (formerly LMLtd London sales secretary) 
and Mr W.E. Humphreys was Sales Manager (formerly LMLtd Canadian Manager). 
Chief Engineer (Canada) was Mr. J. McHugh formerly assistant to Mr. Markland.  
The company’s address was given as PO Box 69, 
Terminal A, Malton, Toronto.  Offi ces and Sales and 
Service premises were located on a 35,000sq.ft site 
at 25 St. James St., Ville St. Pierre, Montreal.

Above - Two CB.1 Canadian 
Beavers of Crawford Cartage 
cruise at 50mph down the 
Queen Elizabeth Highway.
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 From the outset the plan was 
to introduce the new oil engine 
Leyland Comet to the Canadian 
market, the model having 
been reasonably well received 
in other Commonwealth 
countries.  Chassis were to 
be shipped in CKD form with 
the standard Briggs cab and 
assembled at the new plant.
The model range comprised; 
ECO/1L, ECO/2L & ECO/3L 
types.  The vast majority of 
goods vehicles operating 
in Canada were gasoline 
engined (petrol) and mostly of 
American manufacture.  The 
introduction of diesel powered 
lorries was intended to show 
how economical and reliable 

diesel engines could be and the Sales and Service premises at Ville St. Pierre bore 
the legend “Leyland – Trucks – Buses – Diesel Engines”.
 The Comet was an ideal delivery vehicle and quite a number received very 
attractive locally built bodywork, however, it is questionable if it was suitable for 
distance work especially when considering the vastness of Canada and the distances 
between places of moderate population.  Whilst the Comet was reliable it was 
criticised for lack of power and the adverse temperatures of Canada were to show the 
fl aws in the single skinned Briggs cab which had no demisting or heating equipment 
as standard.  In welcoming the new Leyland venture the Canadian Government 
imposed a ‘local content’ clause. It was thought this could be overcome by the local 
manufacture of brackets and other small castings, but in the end this was extended 
to include some major units.  During the latter part of 1949 two new Comet models 
appeared for sale in Canada, these were given the designation CCO/1L and CCO/2L 
and, by early 1950, there were no more imports of the ECO series.  Were these 
Comets specially designed for the Canadian market and does CCO mean Canadian 
Comet Oil?  The 1 & 2 denote wheelbase as with other models (and L is certain to 
mean left hand drive) – can someone please clarify CCO? 
 Having noted that the early Comet was considered to be underpowered and 
only suitable for at best ‘medium haulage work’ thoughts turned to providing a range 
of vehicles to compete with the imports of ‘heavy’ haulage vehicles from the USA.  
There was a defi nite preference for bonneted trucks in Canada, Leyland had already 
developed the bonneted ‘Super’ range, and it was decided to import a Super Hippo and a 
Super Beaver to see if these would satisfy the market.  While the quality of these vehicles 

A rare sight in Canada was this ‘cab-over’ Leyland 
Beaver 12B.3L with sleeper pod.  Operated with two 
drivers by North Coast Transport Co. it regularly 
travelled 6,000 miles collecting 5 Austin cars from 
Vancouver and delivering them to Billingham, 
Washington State, returning with 5 Chrysler cars for 
Canadian dealerships, usually 3 trips per month were 
achieved no matter the weather! 
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was appreciated the 
price was not, this 
problem not helped 
by the exchange rate 
and an import levy.  
Sales of the Super 
models in Canada 
were disappointing, 
neither the Beaver or 
Hippo reached double 
fi gures!          
 The need 
for Leyland Motors 
(Canada) Ltd to break 
into the heavy truck market led to the design of the Canadian Beaver.  Its development 
was a joint effort between Leyland Canada and Leyland in the UK and was fairly 
unique in it being produced for that one market being given the model designation 
CB.1.  This was soon to be joined by a three axle version which was given the UK 
factory designation CH and was referred to here as the Canadian Hippo, what it was 
called in Canada is not clear, can someone answer this please?  Technical details are 
very sparse for the Canadian Beaver, we know it used the Leyland O.600 engine and 
5speed gearbox, however I know little of its chassis design or dimensions (can anyone 
help?).  I have a few notes which suggest that initially the fi rst few CBs (perhaps 3 
or 4) were supplied with the usual Leyland worm axle, but very soon after all CKD 
chassis were shipped minus rear axle.  Interestingly, the CHs were all supplied with 
the usual double drive overhead worm axle unit with 7.33 : 1 diffs.  The cab for the 
CB and CH models was to follow the Briggs design (C43) but had a fi ller piece 
attached to the scuttle to which 
the bonnet was then attached 
thus enlarging the engine 
compartment to house the 
O.600 engine. These cabs were 
heavily insulated, had good 
demisting equipment and hot 
water heating.  Martin’s article 
answers the question of who 
may have supplied the axles 
and if locally sourced these 
units would have contributed 
to the level of local content. 
 It was clear by 1953 that 
Leyland had only managed to 
corner a very small market share 

Mount Royal Paving & Supplies Ltd, Montreal, operated this 
Canadian Beaver with Gramm bulk cement semi-trailer.

This Canadian Beaver of the Heaney Cartage Co is 
hauling a two axle semi-trailer loaded with paper.
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of heavy trucks sold in 
Canada, in fact, in the 3 
years that the CB model 
had been available, only 
about 235 had been 
sold.  The CH had fared 
even worse with about 
66 sales, the last 16 
being designated CH-
Bison but continuing 
the CH line numbering 
sequence; a CH-Bison 
is pictured in Martin’s 
article at the top of  page 
34.  It is known that the 
O.680 engine option 
had been offered, but 
exactly how many had 
been taken up or retro 
fi tted is not known.  I 

had wondered how the 155hp claim on the advert at the front of the Bison came about 
and found a note to the effect that the O.680 was governed to 2,000rpm (usually 
1850rpm) and for more bhp 2,200rpm was offered! 
 To maintain a presence in Canada it became necessary for LM (Canada) Ltd 
to seek the cooperation of a local company, this was found with the Canadian Car & 
Foundry Co. Ltd, Fort William, Ontario who seemingly had some tie up with A.V. 
Roe.  This resulted in the development of the ‘Canada Truck’ range which, as Martin 
says in his article, used Leyland diesel engines, it also incorporated International 
Harvester Cabs.  The early Beaver MkIII had a cab reputedly constructed  using 
a Briggs cab back, roof, doors, scuttle and split windscreen and an International 
Harvester bonnet.  The later MkIII had a cab that was all International Harvester with 
full width windscreen, it was powered by the Leyland O.680 engine, had Bendix-
Westinghouse air brakes and Eaton 20,000 Series two speed axle.  Eventually, as the 
model range developed, more and more locally sourced components were used and 
in 1957/58 the company became known as Can-Car.  The fi nal truck development 
was the Canada 680WT artic tractor (lower picture, page 34 of Martin’s article) for 
which Leyland supplied about 100 x O.680 engines.
 On the passenger front, approximately 11 Leyland - MCW EL40 Olympics 
were shipped to Canada during 1950/51, they are listed as being delivered to LMLtd, 
Toronto.  The fi rst was displayed at the 1950 New York exhibition before delivery 
to Canada, the body had more pillars and therefore shorter but more numerous 
windows to a typical American style.  Bells Buses, Dartmouth are reputed to have 
taken delivery of the fi rst EL40 in 1950 followed by six more in 1951, and Guelph 

This two axle ‘Canada Truck’ fi tted with O.680 engine was 
also built in three axle confi guration, and with tandem axle 
trailer could operate at 30tons gross,  there was also a 10cu. yd 
dump truck in the range.
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Municipality took delivery of four in November 1950.  Bells sold their stock to 
AQutobus Levis, Quebec.  It has been suggested that a number of these EL40s and 
stocks of parts were sold to the Carribean for spares, most likely Jamaica who would 
have found these spares useful.  (Does any reader have a photograph of a Canadian 
EL40? – Ed.)
          In November 1966 a special Olympic 2  (also called the Mark X) ‘Special 
Canadian Bus’, designated EL2/44, arrived on demonstration, having chassis L64953, 
line 1461. It was demonstrated to the Toronto Transit Commission.   The vehicle 
had a rear transverse mounted O.680 engine driving through a Spicer automatic 
transmission to an Eaton single or optional two speed bevel axle.  The body had a 
two door layout with 43 seats and plenty of standee room, it was 40ft long and 8ft. 
6in. wide.  A second vehicle was assembled, chassis L64954, line 1462, but was 
dismantled and the parts returned to stores.  While the vehicle caused a lot of interest 
with Canadian bus operators no further Olympics were built for Canada.  

 In retrospect, with both countries recovering from a World War, perhaps 1948 
was not the best time for LMLtd to return to Canada and it must have been a pretty 
hard pill to swallow having developed a range of trucks for the Canadian market for 
the venture to fail.  The Leyland Motors (Canada) Ltd name was absorbed by the 
formation of BLM (Canada) Ltd and BLM (Nova Scotia) Ltd, on 1st October 1968, 
the company address was then given as 4445 Fairview St., Burlington, Ontario.  
The LMLtd-BLM name was fi nally amalgamated into Jaguar Canada Inc. on 31st 
December 1978.  That company is now listed as inactive on the Canadian Register of 
Companies.  I am indebted to Malcolm Wilford for chassis information and Leyland 
Society Chassis Recorder, Don Hilton, for additional help.  (This is an excellent follow-
on from Martin’s and Harold’s articles, fi lling in important gaps in the history of Leyland’s 
Canadian operation, also raising important questions- thank you Neil.  When time permits, 
I hope to fi ll in the earlier part, from the setting up of the Canadian Depots through the 
1920s and 1930s – Ed.)

The “Special Canadian Bus” Mark X  (Doug Jack)
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Following the Cubs, Part 2, article in Journal No.15, Allan has some additional facts 
relating to the consideration of Cubs for W Alexander & Sons.
 In 1933 W. Alexander & Sons Ltd took delivery of two Leyland Cub SKP5 
buses, with Alexander 32 seat bodies to the current design.  S13 was delivered on 7th 
March, and S14 on 25th March.  The relationship between Alexanders and Leyland 
at management level resulted in Walter and Walter Jnr. dealing directly with Henry 
Spurrier, with monthly visits to Leyland, not only of a business but a social nature.  
This meant that opportunity to try new types of vehicle under the operating conditions 
experienced by Alexanders gave Leyland a means of testing buses by an operator 
who was able to give frank and constructive feedback on vehicle performance.
 Leyland were obviously anxious to get positive vibes from Falkirk regarding 
these two special Cubs, indeed the board sanctioned their purchase on 6th June 1933 
at a cost of £850 each (including bodies), so it would appear that on the face of 
it all was well with the new vehicles, which had petrol engines.  The Alexander 
board then sanctioned the purchase of 50 Cub (probably SKP5) oil engine chassis 
on 3rd October 1933 (costed at £590 per chassis) but, the next meeting, the order was 
changed for 50 Lions at £700 each.  What happened to bring about this change of 
heart?  A further sanction for 25 oil engine Cub chassis, at a much lower price, was 
agreed on 4th September 1934, again changed to Lions, on 7th January 1935.
 A further order for 25 Cubs (KPO3?), with oil engines, was authorised on 
29th January 1935, cost £400 each, the chassis being intended for bodying as 20 seat 
coaches.   This order was deferred at the meeting on 2nd April, when six 20 seater 
Bedford coaches, complete with coach bodies at £600 ,were to be purchased, one 
suspects from S.M.T. stock and available to Alexanders at an excellent price, S.M.T. 
being the agent for Bedford in Scotland.  The Cubs were never purchased.
 SKP5, S13, was equipped with an E.76 4 cylinder oil engine in August 1935, no 
doubt at the behest of Leyland, to allow Alexanders to gain operational experience with 
this engine, but anecdotal evidence from a former workshop foreman at Brown Street 
has suggested that the bodies on S13/14 “were too heavy for the chassis”.   They were 

withdrawn and 
sold in 1941.  No 
more Cubs were 
bought, even the 
move to Cheetahs 
in 1936 saw those 
go to Western 
SMT.  Alexanders 
were now fi rmly 
wedded to Lions 
and Tigers.

S14 following an accident (date unknown). The vehicle has a petrol 
engine as the fl eet number plates are white lettering on a black 
background.  Oil engine vehicles were the opposite, black on white!
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Following the fi rst part of the Ergomatic article published in Journal No.13, the Society 
was contacted by Ivan Robbins who has recounted some of his experiences in the fi ve years 
he worked from the Leyland Service Depot at Oldbury, near Birmingham.  
 I joined the Company in 1974 as an HGV Class 1 lorry driver on a variety 
of work which included the transport of Ergomatic cabs from the G.K.N. Sankey 
factory at Wellington, Shropshire.  The four drivers at the depot were Alex Jackson, 
Norman Bodmin, John Hadley and myself, and our Transport Supervisor was 
Ray Bullock.  We were under the direct control of Ken Robinson, the Transport 
Manager at Leyland and we were therefore occasionally required to undertake other 
transport tasks for Leyland.  Delivering cabs accounted for 80% of the work and the 
remaining 20% was taken up by a variety of other journeys.  Frequent tasks were 
collecting the weights and temporary fronts used when delivering bus chassis from 
Metro Cammell Weymann at Washwood Heath and returning them to Leyland, or 
transporting cylinder blocks from the Leyland foundry at Farington to Jaguar Cars at 
Coventry.  Engines for reconditioning were also collected from Chorley and taken to 
Beans Industries at Tipton for reconditioning and the refurbished units were returned 
to Chorley. 
 There were two types of cab transporter, one for Leyland and a different 
version for AEC.  The journeys were termed a “round trip” which consisted of taking a 
full load of Ergomatic cabs (10) to Leyland at Farington, changing trailers and taking 
an empty transporter of cab stillages back to G.K.N. Sankey, changing trailers again 
to another full one and then returning to Oldbury ready for the next day.  Transport of 
cabs for AEC required a different working method due to the distances involved and 
driver’s hour limits.  The trailers used for AEC had to accommodate both Ergomatic 
and Marathon cabs in later years, the Marathon cab was often in sleeper form and so 
fewer could be accommodated on the same trailers.  The cabs for AEC vehicles were 
collected from Oldbury by drivers from the AEC plant so the working pattern was 
slightly different.  The Oldbury drivers would take an empty AEC trailer to G.K.N. 
Sankey and collect a full trailer of cabs which we then took back to Oldbury, ready 
for the A.E.C. driver to take back to Southall on the night trunker operation.  The 
AEC driver would bring up an empty trailer which they would then leave for us to 
take to G.K.N. Sankey the next day.
 A full load of cabs, Leyland or AEC, only weighed about 2 to 3 tons but the 
tops of the cabs on the upper level were almost 15ft high so they were vulnerable to 
cross winds.  If there was a headwind it was hard work getting up the M6, particular-
ly over the Manchester Ship canal and many a time I was glad to see the sign for the 
Leyland junction of the M6.  When empty, the cab transporter trailers were quite light 
as they were only a skeletal framework so you had to be careful when braking in bad 
weather, heavy rain or snow.  During my time at Oldbury, I had two different vehi-
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cles.  The fi rst was a 
Leyland Lynx with 
a 500 Engine and 
a 10 speed range 
change gearbox, 
fl eet number L100 
and registration no. 
UTJ 580H.  This 
struggled against a 
headwind with a full 
load of cabs as pre-
viously stated.  The 
second vehicle I had 
was a brand new 
L12 engined Ley-
land Buffalo with a 

6 speed gearbox, fl eet number L106 and was registered WHG 904R  It had only 4 
miles on the clock when delivered from the paint shop.   The higher torque from the 
larger displacement L12 engine gave the vehicle better performance, especially with 
a headwind against the load of cabs.
 As I mentioned earlier, there were unusual jobs that came up occasionally 
which gave a break from the normal trunking work.  One of these was to collect 

Shop Wagon, Leyland Buffalo, Fleet No.L106, WHG 904R, loaded 
for the Oxford Steam Rally.

The preserved Leyland F2 Steam Wagon, found in Australia, being hauled from the BCVM 
by the Buffalo.
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the Leyland steam lorry (Ed. now in the BCVM), which was already loaded on a 
low loader trailer, from the transport yard in Leyland’s South Works, and take it to 
Oldbury depot for an overnight stay.  The next day, I took it to B.L. Oxford for a 
Steam Rally, which was to be held over the following weekend.  It certainly turned 
quite a few heads on the motorway and created a lot of interest at both the Oldbury 
Depot and at B.L. Oxford.   
  I particularly remember being asked to take the Leyland Gas Turbine tractor unit on 
the back of a low loader to British Leyland museum at Donnington Park.  (Ed. Note:  
This is the unit that has been restored by Knowles Transport.  It was stored at Donnington 
for a number of years before returning to the Leyland area.  During the storage period 
it was vandalised before being purchased for restoration).  I had the rare privilege of 
driving it off the low loader trailer and I also managed to drive it on part of the 
Donnington track where I was most impressed with its performance.  
 Another job that required Works Transport involvement was collecting Motor 
Show Models from Spurrier works, usually two lorries on a 40ft trailer, take them to 
Oldbury,  park overnight and then take them to Exeter to a Commercial  Motor Show.   
The Show lasted about a week and then they all had to be returned to Leyland.  Over 
the fi ve year period at Oldbury depot I delivered and collected motor components 
from Scammell Lorries of Watford, Guy Motors of Wolverhampton, Self-Changing 
Gears of Coventry and Thornycroft of Basingstoke, which was being closed and 
everything taken back to Leyland.  I also delivered to the Leyland car companies, in 
particular Standard-Triumph of Coventry, Jaguar Cars of Coventry, Austin Rover at 
Longbridge and the Rover Company of Solihull.
 One lunch time early in 1979, I saw a sign of the future when retuning back to 
the depot.  Ray Bullock told me to go to Willenhall and collect a box van trailer from 
Trailer Rentals.  I then had to go to Motor Panels of Coventry, collect one cab, bring 
it back to Oldbury and park in front of the Security hut overnight.  The next day, I 
was to go straight to Spurrier Works in Leyland, unload the cab and return the trailer 
back to the Rentals Company.  On arrival at Motor Panels and loading this new cab 
(Ed. clearly one of the fi rst C40 cabs for the T45 range), I could not help but feel it was 
the beginning of the end for the Ergomatic.  
 Whenever I see a picture of an AEC or Leyland Ergomatic cabbed lorry I 
cannot help but wonder if the cab was one I had taken back to Oldbury for the change 
over with the AEC driver, or think, did I take that cab up the M6 to Leyland?  At 
the time of writing these few words, I am now 65 and have retired.  When I look 
back at my working life, especially the years of 1974 to 1979, I feel that working at 
Oldbury was the best job of my working life.  I met many good people in that time 
and I am proud to have been part of the operation at British Leyland Truck & Bus 
Division, Oldbury Depot.  The Service Depot was closed many years ago and is now 
part of an Asda supermarket.  If you are driving northbound on the M5 to the west of 
Birmingham, when you get to Junction 2 take a look to your right and you will see 
the supermarket building.  If you are able to look closer, you will see the saw-tooth 
profi le of the old depot roof behind the new supermarket façade!
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Thames Valley Titan TD1 – from Paul Lacey
 I was very pleased to see the photo of TV Car 165 on the cover of Torque 
No.61.  Of course Mr. Campbell was happy to give you the photo, as just after that 
he told his secretary to “throw all the old stuff out”.   Fortunately she didn’t, but 
wrapped them in a bundle and took them home.  Some 25 years later she saw me 
copying old TV leafl ets at work, as she had recently been made redundant and joined 
Wokingham Council, the following day she lent me the bundle.  Amongst those 
photos (which she subsequently gave to me for continued preservation) were the 
rest of the shots taken at that session, including several interior views, which I am 
attaching.

          At the same time, Thornycroft, Car 1 (DP 2111) was photographed from various 
angles, evidentally as a comparison, though the photos are not known to have been 
used for anything as such.  Also found recently are four views of London Lorries 
offi cial views of a Black & White Leyland Tiger TS2, DG 771, which I will also send, 
attached to a second email.
 If a front Brush view of one of TV’s Cubs comes up please remember me, as 
I’m sure there must have been one, as the rear nearside view is known.  (Does any 
member have any more Brush offi cial views that we could borrow for a few days to scan 
please?  We still have a few gaps which would be good to fi ll. – Ed.)

Some TD1 Titans had 48 seats instead of the planned 51.  This was initially to reduce the 
overall weight, but having three rows of three on the upper deck made it easier for access, 
as will be seen from this view.                              (Paul Lacey collection)
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In Defence of “LSC3” –  from Richard Peskett
 Please fi nd a copy herewith extracted from The Commercial Motor, dated 
15th November, 1927  in “Tables of Specifi cations of Chassis”  (current Nov.1927) .   
The “P” is missing from the specifi cation listings.  Kind regards.  (Readers may also 
fi nd interest in the list of models then available, immediately after the offi cial introduction 
of the Titan and Tiger at the 1927 Commercial Motor Show. – Ed.)

Black & White Motorways, Cheltenham, ran a large fl eet of early Tigers and Gilfords.  The 
fi rst batch of 18 TS2s carried Leyland bodies, but the second batch of 10 in 1930, including 
L55, DG 771, had 26 seat bodies by London Lorries; note the “wicker” waistrail.       

(Paul Lacey collection)
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Leyland Panthers – from Mike Fenton
 I’d just like to point out that the Australian Panther illustrated on page 33 
of this year’s Journal was not converted to rhd as it always was rhd!  This was 
1964 PSUR1/1R, L24381, that was built as a prototype for Stockholm prior to their 
change of driving to the opposite side of the road.  If you look in Doug Jack’s book 
“The Leyland Bus”, it is shown on page 330 in the original edition and on page 346 
in the revised edition.  (Thank you for pointing this out Mike, we were puzzled over this 
one – Ed.)
Leyland Panthers – from Harold Rushton
 I found Ron McCullock’s article on the Panther very interesting. Having been 
involved in the testing of the Stockholm version I would like to add a little to the 
story.  As mentioned, the Stockholm Panthers were built to a detailed specifi cation 
which involved many changes from standard.  Not mentioned was that they were to 
be of integral construction.  Leyland’s answer was a bit of a fudge; the Park Royal 
body was strengthened and rigidly attached to a Panther frame which I think had 
thinner side members.  
 There was also a detailed performance specifi cation and two engineers from 
Stockholm came to Leyland to verify that this was met.  This extended beyond the 
usual noise and performance tests, and included rate of fuel fi ll and brake application 
times.  The former was met straight off Tom Crook’s drawing board (simple really, 
fi ll from the bottom and vent from the top).  The second involved a good deal of 
work on pipe runs and sizes.  We also had to do a good deal of work on the air 
suspension to satisfy Stockholm.
  The tachograph came in useful one day when an over zealous police offi cer 
accused us of speeding; confronted with evidence to the contrary he hastily left!
  Whilst there is no doubt that the Stockholm Panther infl uenced our thinking 
on the National, the prototype was not used to test the suspension or brakes.  I think 
there is confusion here with two other projects.  First the brakes – the prototype 
Panther was used to test a Clayton Dewandre power hydraulic system.  Had this been 
successful it could have found its way on to the National.  Second the suspension – 
aware of the limitations of the Panther air suspension, a proposal for a new design 
was put forward.  In order to eliminate the parasitic rate of the leaf spring location 
links, the front axle location was by trailing arms, and rear axle by a trailing A frame.  
AEC also put forward a design using radius rods for axle location.  Neither proposal 
was sanctioned at this stage
 Eventually the go-ahead was given to the Leyland front and the AEC rear 
suspension.  This project ran concurrently with FPB7 (the National) in the latter half 
of 1968.  The front suspension was detailed and manufactured at Leyland and parts 
sent to AEC for assembly on a Swift chassis.  By the time this was completed we 
were fully committed to the National, but that’s another story.  

Opposite - Two Leyland 6 Tonners were supplied by Leyland Agents, Ashenhurst Williams 
to Tomas Heiton & Co, Dublin.  They were model QH6, chassis 15560/61, supplied new in 
2/26 and 3/26 respectively.                       (BCVMT L003515 & L003642)
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Thos. Heiton & Co, Dublin – from Charles Watson
  You may 
recall my letter 
some years back 
on the subject 
of the centre-
spread in Leyland 
Torque No.14, 
some light-heart-
ed remarks were 
made about the 
Thomas Heiton 
coal tipper, with 
a rather unusual 
low-built cab.  In 
that you encour-
age correspond-
ence about all matters Leyland, and not just technical stuff, I did think it worthwhile 
pointing out to readers that coal had to be imported in large quantities to Irish ports 
and Dublin was no exception.  Colliers would tie up at Sir John Rogerson’s Quay on 
the River Liffey, just down from O’Connell Bridge, and coal would be unloaded by 
crane straight into lorries to be taken to depots in Dublin, where obviously it would 
then be bagged up for domestic or other customers.
 It so happens that there are some low railway over- bridges close by, such as 
those on Erne St. and Macken St, thus making it plain why lorries could only be of a 
certain height – hence the rather splendid vehicle seen in the photograph.  Lined out 
in the company navy blue, with the red ‘H’ in the logo, and carrying all those familiar 
town locations in white, it must have presented a fi ne spectacle!  I greatly enjoy receiv-
ing Torque and 
indeed the Jour-
nal, the Irish 
content is for 
me especially 
interesting, but 
in each publi-
cation I get out 
my magnifying 
glass to seek 
out all that extra 
detail, people, 
advertising, and 
so-on. Fascinat-
ing stuff!
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Leyland FT4A, ex-Dorset Fire Brigade – from Ken Davis
          I happened to be at the computer doing a few e-mails when Torque No.61 
dropped through the letter box.  Of course I stopped what I was doing and had a 
quick glance through to see what delights awaited.  I would like to let you know 
how much I like the results of the efforts of all concerned in putting together 
Leyland Torque and the Journal.  As a member of The Fire Brigade Society I make a 
regular contribution to its quarterly magazine and can appreciate what goes into the 
production of the Torque and Journal.  So many thanks to all concerned, keep up the 
good work.  (Thank you, Ken – Ed.)

 Whilst writing I thought you might like a recent (July 2013) photo of my 
1938 FT4A, ex Dorset Fire Brigade, originally Borough of Poole Fire Brigade.  
Unfortunately I have not been able to trace any history to speak of other than Poole 
Borough Council paid £1758.10s.0d for it back in 1938.  
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 Some years ago I was able to photograph a couple of photos acquired by 
someone else of the FT4A, and its predecessor, outside Poole fi re station sometime 
during the war.  The quality may not be good but they are interesting.  I would 
welcome receiving details of the older machine, including its registration if possible.  
One for Neil Steele perhaps?
(From Neil – It’s nice to receive the compliments and also to see that JT 9723 has survived - 
it would look very good in the Poole livery!   It was new to the County Borough of Poole and 
was absorbed into the newly formed Dorset County F.B. on the 1st April 1948, following 
service with the NFS during WWII.  I don’t know if you have this so here’s a picture when 
new.  Regarding the earlier Poole machine, it’s a model FE1, chassis 11796, PR 9508 with 
the detachable Ricardo head E.36hp/2 engine, new October 1927).

Wellingborough Motor Omnibus Co – from Nick Geogano
 Congratulations on the latest Leyland Society Journal, well worth waiting for.  
I think the Cub is one of the most aesthetically satisfying of any lorry; just right in 
its proportions.
  Your article on the Ben Richardson’s Leylands reminded me that I have a 
little notebook, compiled in 1921 by a Mr RK Cope, which lists motor buses seen 
in a variety of different towns and cities in England and Wales.  He has two pages 
on Wellingborough, where he notes “mostly D.D. Leylands, some S.D. (Types A, 
B and S, the latter newest and largest)”  He does not give registration numbers, 

(BCVMT L022483)
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but presumably these are the ones illustrated on page 49 of your article, and would 
include your own LF 9967.   Curiously he noted very few other Leylands, apart from 
saying that they were seen at Colchester and Swansea.  Other makes like Tilling-
Stevens, Daimler, AEC and Thornycroft appear more frequently.  Quite often he 
does not mention makes at all, being more interested in destination boards of which 
he gives many very neat drawings.  I don’t know if you have Classic Bus Yearbook 
No.3, where I wrote an article on the notebook. (Yes I do have it and it was an unusual 
and excellent piece of history - Ed.)
Lions in Torque No.61 – from Peter Greaves
 Just a few comments on the last issue of Torque are as follows – On page 40, 
the Lion LT2 of Bayliss was actually RB 2059, not RA 2059.  On page 44, the ex-
Sunderland District Short Bros bodied LSC3 Lion, UP 731, had chassis no.46246, 
new in 3/28.  (Readers are reminded that Peter has prepared a very detailed index of all 
the bus photographs in Torque and Journal – would you believe it, 2374 entries to date?!  
It is on an Excel spreadsheet and he kindly makes it available to anyone interested.  Please 
contact the Editor by email if you would like a copy).

Leylands in Holland, & Bayliss Lion – from Mike Fenton
          Just a few points on the latest Torque - interesting as ever.  Leylands in Holland, 
page 38 (lower photo) of Torque No.61, VB-59-98 is a 1963 Royal Tiger Cub LRTC1, 
612812, (line no.52) with Roset body, C23RT - yes really was rear entrance.  I shot 
it in July 1978 as a Central Holland Tours coach at a depot, somewhere or other in 
NL!  I have no information on the other NL vehicle.
          Regarding the Bayliss Lion LT2 on page 40, there is an issue with its body 
being described as Davidson as that company went bust in February 1930, and the 
Lion was new July 1930 so, although it might have been ordered from Davidson, 
its body is more likely to have been built by Davidson's successors, Eastwood & 
Kenning.
Leylands in Holland – from Stan Smit
          I refer to page 38 of Torque No.61.  The top picture, TB-98-61, is a Holland 
Coach with Verheul integral bodywork and the bright band at waist level is made of 
stainless steel!   Maarse & Kroon had quite a number of them and they were used 
as line buses in winter and coaches in summer.   (Don Hilton confi rms that it is a 
LERT1/1, chassis 592353 (line 1858), B46D, new 9/60 to Maarse & Kroon No.73).
          The bottom picture is interesting – it is the "Jules Verne" and also belongs 
to Maarse & Kroon, No.251.  This coach is described on page 281 in Doug Jack’s 
book “The Leyland Bus” as being based on a Worldmaster LERT2/1 with special 
coach body by Roset (BUT, this appears to be incorrect as chassis records confi rm the 
details given by Mike Fenton above – Ed.)   My brother-in-law rented this vehicle 
for his wedding in the 1960s to transport the wedding party to the venue of the 
wedding breakfast and my wife and I were part of this.  Wonderful coach and 
lovely ride!
(So, now we have details of both of the Dutch vehicles – thank you Mike, Stan and Don  – 
Ed.)
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SALES & WANTS
Early Leyland Parts Lists and Drawings – Copies of the six earliest 
Leyland Parts List Registers, scanned and put into PDF format, covering the period 
1907-mid 1928, (Part Nos. 1 – 49999), also the Drawings Offi ce Register, listing 
drawings 1903-1931.  These show various extremely interesting developments in 
the Leyland the model range.  Would you be interested?   Our Australian member, 
Sandy Stewart has kindly paid the majority of the costs to have these PDFs made and 
they could be reproduced for you for a modest contribution towards the cost.  Please 
contact Mike Sutcliffe – sutcliffes@leylandman.co.uk 
Instructions to Drivers, Enamel plates – there were 2 types (1913-30):
     Leyland Motors Ltd  -  1913-14 and 1920 onwards
     Leyland Motors (1914) Ltd  -  1914-19
Oil Cardan Dies,  Aluminium plates – these were originally on the near 
side chassis frame, then later (c1923 onwards?) on the scuttle (dash panel).  All 
the above were on all the RAF type family, 2-3 tonners as well, up to the end of 
that range, and Steven King is getting new plates made in Australia.  If anyone is 
interested, please email Steven at collydale@exemail.com.au
Albion Clydesdale FT101KL, TYH 799  –  chassis 72482E.  Two colleagues 
are restoring this petrol tanker from the chassis up and would like photographs or 
history on this vehicle – can anybody help please?  Please contact Ian Ashman, 6 
Skirlaw Close, Glebe Village, Washington, Tyne & Wear  NE38 7RE. 

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover                    
 An export Leyland Comet ECO2/R, possibly on delivery to the local main 
dealer in India ?!  The photograph is dated 4th February 1949, sent from Bombay, and 
the LML photo register gives the subject description as “The Commonwealth Trust 
(Calicut), crossing ferry at Periyar River” (possibly some mis-spelling here?).   So, 
can any reader add any helpful information on this interesting picture?   What was 
the chassis number of this one, Don?                                             (BCVMT  L037146)
Back Cover
          Photographed at the back, right hand side, of the Running Shop at South Works, 
now the cinema/meetings room at the British Commercial Vehicle Museum, is this 
Leyland H30/26R bodied Titan PD2/3, ready for delivery to Ribble Motor Services, 
Preston.  It became No.2651, CCK 823, in the fl eet, and had chassis 483982, line 
No. 913.  The bus was part of a diverted order from Cape Town, South Africa, and 
later had its destination indicators rebuilt to the standard Ribble shape.  Withdrawn 
in May 1963, it was transferred to the Scout Motor Services fl eet becoming No.S18, 
being returned to Ribble as No.2779 in 2/64, for a further 13 months service.  It was 
then sold to F Cowley, Salford and scrapped by J Cubbins, Farnworth in the same 
month, March 1965.                                                                       (BCVMT  L037094)
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 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers or the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with additional 
help from Neil Steele. It was printed by AB Print Group, Leeds. Distribution by RnB 
Mailing, Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Spring 2014 issue should be sent to the Editor by 
20th January 2014, please.

          It’s not often that we can fi nd a rear view of a lorry to include in “Tailpiece”.   
This picture, dated 20th August 1948, appears to have been taken at the back of the 
BX Factory at Leyland Motors’ Farington plant in Leyland – there are not many 
people around now that can confi rm that!   It shows an Export Super Hippo EH8L 
being put through its paces prior to delivery to the Burmah Oil Co, a rather crude 
contraption when compared to what one can do with a modern Hiab crane.   

(BCVMT  L036154)

A SUPER HIPPO FOR THE BURMAH OIL CO.
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Leyland Fleet Series
Books recording the operators and  eets of important Leyland customers
• Wigan Corporation £7.95
• Southport Corporation £7.95
• Leigh Corporation £8.95
• Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942 £8.95
• Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson £8.95
• Plymouth City Corporation £8.95
• The History of Halton Borough Transport £8.95
• Ribble Double Deck Coaches £8.95
• Edinburgh Corporation & Lothian £9.95
  Prices including P&P

Leyland Torque and Journal
All back numbers of Torque and Journal are 
available
• £6.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
(With special deals for larger quantities)

Binders are also available which hold 8 issues
• £7.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
Prices inc P&P 

Society Clothing
Placket Sweatshirt
Available in Navy Blue, and Burgundy
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
£25.84 inc P&P                                     
Polo Shirts, Body Warmers and High Visibility 
Waistcoasts are also available, more details 
can be obtained at www.leylandsociety.co.uk

Rally Mementos
Available for most Leyland Gatherings see 
website or brochure for other Badges available.
The Badges features are from the 2010, 
2011, 2012 and 2013 Rallies. 
Price £7.00 each including P&P

See our website for special offers - www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Please send your order to the address below

All prices include P&P for UK orders only
Payments should be made to “The Leyland Society”

The Leyland Society, 40 Bodiam Drive, Toothill, Swindon, Wilts  SN5 8BE

Baseball Cap £11.99
inc P&P

SOCIETY SALES
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 www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Registered Charity No. 1137856
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